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Learning Objectives Year 1 

Week beginning: 14.6.21 

Summer Term 2021  

Week 7 If your child is isolating this week and is well enough to work, the grid below gives you an overview of the schoolwork they will need 
to complete to ensure they don’t miss any learning. Resources to accompany the lessons below can be emailed directly to you or 
printed for you to collect. To request resources, ring the main school office or email the year group (Tapestry message for Early 
Years).  
 As during the lockdown in January/February, you can contact the class teachers via email and send work in. Staff will check the year 
group email once a day. 

 Objectives   
Maths  
 

Power Maths Lessons  
Book C -Unit 14- Halves and Quarters                                             
Monday: Solving word problems – halves & quarters. P. 55 
Tuesday: End of unit check.  P. 58 
 
Book C -Unit 15- Position & Direction       
Wednesday: Describing turns – p. 60 
Thursday : Describing positions (1) – p.63 
Friday: Describing positions (2) – p.66 

The above Power maths work book and text book have been allocated to your Bug Club Account. Please refer to the workbook page 

numbers given above for each lesson. 

Reading   
Text:  Tiddler 
Julia Donaldson  
 

Monday : Vocabulary - dawdle - What does the verb become when changed to the past or present tense? Can you think of an example of 
when you have been dawdling?Can children use the word within a sentence? 

Tuesday : What is a tall tale? Can you think of another word for a tall late? What might the problem be if you tell lots of tall tales?How is 
feeling if he ‘bashed’ and ‘thrashed’ to get out? Can you think of a word you could swap for ‘bashed’ and ‘thrashed’?  Stop where Tiddler’s 
Granny told the tall tale to a crab.   
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 Wednesday: Why do you think he keeps telling tall tales? Can you predict what is going to happen to Tiddler next? Stop at: He didn’t hear the 
fishermen. He didn’t spot… 

Thursday:  What does the fishermen mean ‘This one’s just a tiddler’? What are the strange lights glimmering?  Can you predict what 
story Tiddler can hear? What does shoal mean? Are people going to belive Tiddlers story this time?  
Friday: Independent Reading Comprehension –  ‘Sssssss’ comprehension sheet 

English 
Writing  
Stimulus: 

Monday: I can punctuate sentences using capital letters and full stops. Illustration from Tiddler. 
Tuesday: I can use a capital letter for pronoun I. Writing their own tall tale like Tiddler. 
Wednesday : I can use a spelling pattern (words ending in y). Lolly, crunchy, very, party, family, spooky, rugby, angry, windy and 
sticky. 
Thurdsay: I can sequence sentences to form a short narrative. Writing our version of the story from the point where Tiddler gets 
stuck in the net. What is the problem? How is it solved? How does he get home? 
Friday: Grammer Hammer 12   

Handwriting Pushing Numbers   

Spelling  think   bank  tank  wink  blink 

Phonics Consolidate reading and writing all phase 3 & phase 5 graphemes. 

‘Sound button’ and speed read real and pseudo words from across all phases. 

Science LO: I can describe and compare the structure of a variety of common animals. 
       I can name some different animal's features.  

       I can say how animals are the same.  
       I can say how animals are different.  
 

RE LO: I understand how I can care for others. 

ART LO: I can use lego to create art.  
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